DECORATIVE DOOR HARDWARE
Emtek is dedicated to helping bring your personal style to life. Door hardware is more than a way to open, close, and secure a space. To us, it is an integral part of a room’s design theme. It is an extension of your personal style and we want it to do more than blend in. Door hardware should make a statement, your statement.

Emtek’s products are a cut above in terms of craftsmanship and design. Each order is custom assembled in our Southern California facility. There is no predetermined combination of knobs, levers, rosettes and finishes; we let you mix and match according to your own taste. Emtek custom assembled locks are typically shipped within 2 – 3 business days to decorative hardware dealers throughout North America. Most dealers receive orders within five business days. We make your order how you want it and we get it to you quickly.

Founded in 1981, Emtek has decades of experience creating door hardware. We keep our finger on the pulse of the market and regularly release new designs. Our style is current, but we never forget about the classics. From traditional to contemporary, transitional, or rustic, we have hardware to match every style.

In this brochure, you will find examples of Emtek’s extensive range of products. Everything you see can be customized with numerous options for knobs, levers, rosettes, and finishes. To see Emtek’s complete product offering, visit our website at emtek.com or your local Emtek dealer. Emtek’s website also includes valuable tools like Product Selector, which will let you visualize different combinations of products.

Emtek is a part of ASSA ABLOY, the global leader in door opening solutions.
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Clean design with strong visual impact for your front door.

a. Baden Tubular
   Satin Nickel
b. Davos Tubular
   Mormont Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
c. Lausanne Tubular
   Lugano Mortise
   Polished Nickel - Lifetime
d. Apollo Tubular
   Artemis Mortise
   Flat Black
e. Orion Tubular
   Hera Mortise
   Satin Nickel
f. Interior Trim for
   Orion Tubular
   Satin Nickel
Mortise Entrance Handlesets

a. Brisbane Mortise
   Polished Chrome
b. Adelaide Mortise
   Satin Brass
c. Interior Trim for
   Brisbane or Adelaide Mortise
   with Argos Lever
   Satin Brass
Mortise Knob by Knob/Lever by Lever Locksets

Stylish, modern profiles with the added security of a mortise function lock.

- Brisbane Mortise with Helios Lever
  - Polished Chrome

- Brisbane Mortise with Round Knob
  - Oil Rubbed Bronze

- Mormont Mortise with Windsor Crystal Knob
  - Satin Nickel

- Artemis Mortise with Helios Lever
  - Flat Black
Deadbolts

Modern Deadbolt
Satin Brass

Urban Modern Deadbolt
Polished Nickel - Lifetime

Square Deadbolt
Flat Black

Neos Deadbolt
Polished Chrome

Round Deadbolt
Stainless Steel

Satin Brass
US4

Oil Rubbed Bronze
US10B

Polished Nickel - Lifetime
US14

Satin Nickel
US15

Flat Black
US19

Polished Chrome
US26

Stainless Steel
SS
Key-in-Knob/Lever and Two-Point Locksets

a. Helios Key-in-Lever with Modern Rectangular Rosette Satin Nickel
b. Modern Rectangular Two-Point with Round Knob Satin Nickel
c. Round Key-in-Knob with Square Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime
d. Luzern Key-in-Lever with Disk Rosette Flat Black
e. Hanover Key-in-Lever with Disc Rosette Stainless Steel
f. Round Key-in-Knob with Disk Rosette Satin Nickel
Sideplate Locksets

Strong lines in a larger silhouette offer a contemporary look. Emtek sideplate locks are available in both keyed and non-keyed functions.
Stretto Narrow Trim Locksets

Design with bold personality.

a. Modern Rectangular Passage 1-1/2" x 11" with Argos Lever Flat Black
b. Modern Rectangular Privacy 1-1/2" x 11" with Geneva Lever Satin Nickel
c. Modern Rectangular Keyed 2" x 10" with Windsor Crystal Knob Polished Chrome
d. Modern Rectangular Passage 2" x 10" with Round Knob Satin Brass
STRETTO 1.5x5
Minimalism in Door Hardware
Stretto 1.5x5 Passage with Stuttgart Lever, Flat Black

Stretto 1.5x5 Passage with Octagon Knob, Satin Brass

Stretto 1.5x5 Passage with Bern Knob, Oil Rubbed Bronze

Stretto 1.5x5 Privacy with Helios Lever, Satin Nickel
New level of customization. Choose your textured lever grip, stem design, and pair with any of our available rosettes options—in any mix of finishes—for hundreds of unique combinations, made just for you and your home project.

a. **T-Bar** Polished Nickel - Lifetime, **Hammered** Polished Nickel - Lifetime with Square Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime
b. **L-Square** Polished Nickel - Lifetime, **Tribeca** Unlacquered Brass with Square Rosette Unlacquered Brass
c. **L-Square** Satin Brass, **Tribeca** Satin Brass with Urban Modern Rosette Satin Brass
d. **L-Square** Polished Chrome, **Faceted** Flat Black with Square Rosette Flat Black
e. **T-Bar** Unlacquered Brass, **Faceted** Polished Chrome with Disk Rosette Flat Black
f. **T-Bar** Flat Black, **Knurled** Satin Brass with Urban Modern Rosette Flat Black
Top Breslin Lever with Square Rosette Satin Brass
Bottom Dumont Lever with Modern Rectangular Rosette Polished Chrome
Passage & Privacy Leversets

With no predetermined combination of levers, rosettes and finishes, we let you define your own style.

a. Spencer Lever with Square Rosette Satin Nickel
b. Myles Lever with Disk Rosette Flat Black
c. Dumont Lever with Modern Rectangular Rosette Polished Chrome
d. Aston Lever with Disk Rosette Satin Brass
e. Freestone Lever with Urban Modern Rosette Satin Nickel
f. Breslin Lever with Square Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime
Passage & Privacy Leversets

With no predetermined combination of levers, rosettes and finishes, we let you define your own style.

Helios Lever with Modern Rectangular Rosette Satin Nickel

a. Geneva Lever with Square Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
b. Poseidon Lever with Square Rosette Satin Brass
c. Hercules Lever with Modern Rectangular Rosette Polished Chrome

d. Triton Lever with Neos Rosette Satin Nickel

e. Luzern Lever with Disk Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze

f. Stuttgart Lever with Disk Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime

g. Hermes Lever with Square Rosette Satin Nickel

h. Dresden Lever with Beveled Rosette Stainless Steel

i. Sion Lever with Modern Rectangular Rosette Flat Black
Passage & Privacy Knobsets
Chic knobs and geometric rosettes combined to create your custom style.

a. Freestone Knob with Urban Modern Rosette Polished Chrome
b. Laurent Knob with Urban Modern Rosette Satin Brass

Bern Knob with Disk Rosette Flat Black
c. Bern Knob
   with Modern Rectangular Rosette Satin Nickel

d. Orb Knob
   with Modern Rosette Satin Nickel

e. Modern Disc Crystal Knob
   with Square Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime

f. Round Knob
   with Square Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime

g. Square Knob
   with Disk Rosette Satin Nickel

h. Windsor Crystal Knob
   with Modern Rectangular Rosette Flat Black
Create your personalized design statement in colors and combinations that speak to you.

Contemporary Color Collection

Martinique Tubular with Calypso Silver Color Insert Satin Nickel

Martinique Tubular with Onyx Black Color Insert Satin Nickel
Gluckstein
Aruba Lever Satin Nickel
a. with Pearl White Color Insert
b. with Graphite Grey Color Insert
c. with Sea Glass Green Color Insert
d. with Onyx Black Color Insert

Cayman Lever Satin Nickel
e. with Hibiscus Red Color Insert
f. with Pearl White Color Insert
g. with Onyx Black Color Insert
Entrance Handlesets

Hardware that captures the craftsmanship of traditional American design.

a. Franklin Tubular
   Polished Chrome
b. Adams Tubular
   Harrison Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
c. Jefferson Tubular
   Middleton Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
   Satin Nickel
d. Melrose Tubular
   Melrose Mortise
   Pewter
e. Wilshire Tubular
   Manhattan Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
f. Hamden Tubular
   Mills Mortise
   Satin Nickel
a. Saratoga Tubular
   Salem Mortise
   Satin Nickel

b. Marietta Tubular
   Memphis Mortise
   Flat Black

c. Richmond Tubular
   Charleston Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze

d. Wilmington Tubular
   Albany Mortise
   Satin Nickel
Mortise Knob by Knob/Lever by Lever Locksets

Transitional designs with sophisticated details provide a classic look.

Harrison Mortise with Norwich Knob Oil Rubbed Bronze

Manhattan Mortise with Merrimack Lever Satin Nickel
Deadbolts

a. Low Profile Deadbolt - Satin Nickel
b. #8 Deadbolt - Oil Rubbed Bronze
c. Rectangular Deadbolt - Pewter
d. Regular Deadbolt - Flat Black
e. Saratoga Deadbolt - Polished Brass - Lifetime
f. Quincy Deadbolt - Polished Chrome
g. Wilshire Deadbolt - Satin Nickel
Key-in-Knob/Lever and Two-Point Locksets

h. Waverly Key-in-Knob with Regular Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime
i. Annapolis Two-Point with Cortina Lever Satin Nickel
j. Egg Key-in-Knob with Rectangular Rosette Pewter
k. Providence Key-in-Knob with #8 Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
l. Cortina Key-in-Lever with Regular Rosette Satin Nickel
Sideplate Locksets
Styles rooted in tradition with an elegance that remains timeless. Emtek sideplate locks are available in both keyed and non-keyed functions.

Delaware Keyed
5-1/2” C-to-C with Cortina Lever
Satin Nickel

Delaware Non-Keyed
7-1/8” Overall with Providence Knob
French Antique

Colonial Keyed
5-1/2” C-to-C with Egg Knob
Oil Rubbed Bronze

Colonial Non-Keyed
7-1/8” Overall with Turino Lever
Polished Chrome
Passage & Privacy Sets

a. Rustic Lever with Oval Rosette - Oil Rubbed Bronze
b. Norwich Knob with Rope Rosette - Satin Nickel
c. Egg Knob with Oval Rosette - French Antique
d. Providence Knob with Regular Rosette - Polished Nickel - Lifetime
e. Cortina Lever with Regular Rosette - Satin Nickel
f. Waverly Knob with #8 Rosette - Pewter
g. Melon Knob with Rectangular Rosette - Flat Black
h. Milano Lever with Wilshire Rosette - Polished Nickel - Lifetime
Top: Turino Lever with Rectangular Rosette Polished Nickel - Lifetime
Bottom: Waverly Knob with Regular Rosette Polished Chrome
Entrance Handlesets

Exquisite and ornate designs that make a statement in refined materials.

a. Ribbon & Reed Tubular
   Regency Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
b. Imperial Tubular
   Versailles Mortise
   Pewter
c. Orleans Tubular
   Hamilton Mortise
   Satin Nickel
d. Knoxville Tubular
   French Antique
Deadbolts

Rope Deadbolt
Polished Brass - Lifetime

Knoxville Deadbolt
Oil Rubbed Bronze

Knoxville Deadbolt
Polished Chrome

Rope Deadbolt
Pewter

Key-in Knob/Lever Locksets

a. Rope Key-in-Knob with Rope Rosette French Antique
b. Rope Key-in-Lever with Rope Rosette Satin Nickel
c. Rope Key-in-Lever with Rope Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
d. Rope Key-in-Knob with Rope Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
Sideplate Locksets

Decorated styles with Victorian and Colonial influences. Emtek sideplate locks are available in both keyed and non-keyed functions.

- **Rope Keyed**
  - 5-1/2" C-to-C with Rope Knob
  - French Antique

- **Victoria Keyed**
  - 3-5/8" C-to-C with Victoria Knob
  - Oil Rubbed Bronze

- **Oval Beaded Non-Keyed**
  - 7" Overall with Beaded Egg Knob
  - Satin Nickel

- **Belmont Non-Keyed**
  - 7-1/2" Overall with Belmont Knob
  - Polished Brass - Lifetime

- **Rope Keyed**
  - 5-1/2" C-to-C with Rope Knob
  - French Antique

Unlacquer Brass
Polished Brass - Lifetime
French Antique
Oil Rubbed Bronze
Satin Nickel
Pewter
Polished Chrome

US3NL
US3
US7
US10B
US15
US15A
US26
Passage & Privacy Leversets

Levers with beautiful detailing, perfect for adding a touch of heritage.

a. Merrimack Lever with Wilshire Rosette Satin Nickel

b. Rope Lever with Rope Rosette Satin Nickel

a. Merrimack Lever with Rope Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
c. Coventry Lever with Rope Rosette French Antique

d. Elan Lever with Oval Rosette Pewter

e. Wembley Lever with Regular Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze

f. Santa Fe Lever with Quincy Rosette Polished Brass - Lifetime

g. Ribbon & Reed Lever with #8 Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
Passage & Privacy Knobsets

Decorative styles for the traditional home.

a. Rope Knob with Wilshire Rosette Satin Nickel
b. Ribbon & Reed Knob with Ribbon & Reed Rosette Pewter
c. Belmont Knob with Quincy Rosette Satin Nickel
d. Victoria Knob with Rope Rosette French Antique
e. Oval Beaded Knob with Oval Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
f. Lancaster Knob with Rectangular Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
Top Belmont Knob with Ribbon & Reed Rosette French Antique
Bottom Rope Knob with Rope Rosette Oil Rubbed Bronze
Passage & Privacy Knobsets
Crystal & Porcelain
Timeless materials with intricate details offer a chic aesthetic.

a. Bristol Knob with Regular Rosette Flax Black
b. Hampton Knob with Oval Rosette Pewter
c. Providence Crystal Knob with Regular Rosette
Polished Nickel - Lifetime

d. Georgetown Knob with Regular Rosette
Oil Rubbed Bronze

e. Diamond Crystal Knob with Quincy Rosette
Satin Nickel

f. Old Town Clear Knob with #8 Rosette
Oil Rubbed Bronze

g. Lowell Crystal Knob with Rope Rosette
French Antique

h. Windsor Crystal Knob with Wilshire Rosette
Polished Brass - Lifetime

i. Astoria Clear Knob with Rectangular Rosette
Oil Rubbed Bronze

j. Ice White Porcelain Knob with Oval Rosette
Oil Rubbed Bronze
Arts & Crafts

Styles that hearken back to the early 20th century with the look and feel of artisan craftsmanship.

a. Arts & Crafts Tubular
   Craftsman Mortise
   Oil Rubbed Bronze

b. Arts & Crafts Full Length Tubular
   Craftsman Full Length Mortise
   Satin Nickel

c. Interior Trim for Arts & Crafts
   with Hammered Lever
   Satin Nickel

Arts & Crafts Deadbolt
Unlacquered Brass

Arts & Crafts Deadbolt
Oil Rubbed Bronze
d. Hammered Egg Knob with Hammered Rosette
   Satin Nickel

e. Arts & Crafts Lever with Arts & Crafts Rosette
   Oil Rubbed Bronze

f. Hammered Lever with Hammered Rosette
   Oil Rubbed Bronze

g. Hammered Egg Knob with Hammered Rosette
   Oil Rubbed Bronze

h. Arts & Crafts Lever with Arts & Crafts Rosette
   Satin Nickel

i. Hammered Lever with Hammered Rosette
   Flat Black
Entrance Handlesets

An authentic material crafted through ancient techniques to create beautiful, organic designs.

- A. Ridgemont Tubular
  - Flat Black Bronze Patina
- B. Logan Tubular
  - Sonoma Mortise
  - Tumbled White Bronze

Brighton
Medium Bronze Patina
c. Rustic Modern Rectangular Sectional Tubular
Flat Black Bronze Patina

d. Rustic Modern Rectangular Monolithic Tubular
Medium Bronze Patina

e. Rustic Modern Rectangular Full Length Tubular
Tumbled White Bronze

f. Interior Trim for Rustic Modern Rectangular Full Length Tubular
with Lariat Lever
Tumbled White Bronze
Entrance Handle sets

- a. Rectangular Monolithic Tubular
  Rectangular Monolithic Mortise
  Flat Black Bronze Patina
- b. Rectangular Full Length Tubular
  Rectangular Full Length Mortise
  Medium Bronze Patina
- c. Creston Tubular
  Rockford Mortise
  Medium Bronze Patina
- d. Sheridan Tubular
  Morgan Mortise
  Flat Black Bronze Patina
- e. Denver Tubular
  Denver Mortise
  Medium Bronze Patina
- f. Remington Tubular
  Cheyenne Mortise
  Medium Bronze Patina
- g. Greeley Tubular
  Topeka Mortise
  Tumbled White Bronze
- h. Interior Trim for Greeley Tubular
  with Durango Lever
  Tumbled White Bronze
Deadbolts

Regular Deadbolt
Tumbled White Bronze

#1 Deadbolt
Medium Bronze Patina

#3 Deadbolt
Medium Bronze Patina

Rustic Modern Rectangular Deadbolt
Tumbled White Bronze

Ridgemont Deadbolt
Tumbled White Bronze

#4 Deadbolt
Flat Black Bronze Patina
Key-in-Knob/Lever Locksets

a. Winchester Key-in-Knob with #4 Rosette Flat Black Bronze Patina
b. Durango Key-in-Lever with #1 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
c. Winchester Key-in-Knob with #2 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
d. Durango Key-in-Lever with #3 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze
Modern trim styles cast in bronze to create a truly unique look.

**Stretto Rectangular**
- **Non-Keyed**
  - 2” x 10” with Round Knob
  - Tumbled White Bronze
- **Keyed**
  - 2” x 10” with Modern Square Crystal Knob
  - Medium Bronze Patina
- **Privacy**
  - 1-1/2” x 11” with Teton Lever
  - Flat Black Bronze Patina
Sideplate Locksets

a. Missoula Non-Keyed
   7-1/4" Overall with Round Knob
   Flat Black Bronze Patina

b. Missoula Keyed
   5-1/2" C-to-C with Yuma Lever
   Tumbled White Bronze

c. Rectangular Keyed
   5-1/2" C-to-C with Butte Knob
   Medium Bronze Patina

d. Rectangular Non-Keyed
   7" Overall with Bronze Egg Knob
   Tumbled White Bronze
Passage & Privacy Leversets

Mix and match rustic levers, rosettes, and finishes to showcase a durable style in a bronze patina finish.

a. Bryce Lever with #3 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
b. Cimarron Lever with #2 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
c. Mariposa Lever with #4 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze
d. Durango Lever
with #1 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

e. Teton Lever
with #6 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

f. Aurora Lever
with #4 Rosette Flat Black Bronze Patina

g. Montrose Lever
with #3 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze

h. Yuma Lever
with #4 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

i. Lariat Lever
with #6 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze

j. Cody Lever
with #2 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
Passage & Privacy Knobsets

Pair your own combination of knobs and rosettes for a look that will gracefully evolve over time and through usage.
a. Modern Disc Crystal Knob
with #6 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
b. Lowell Crystal Knob
with #4 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze
c. Providence Crystal Knob
with #3 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze
d. Bronze Egg Knob
with #3 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
e. Round Knob
with #6 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina
f. Winchester Knob
with #4 Rosette Flat Black Bronze Patina
g. Old Town Crystal Knob
with #1 Rosette Tumbled White Bronze
h. Butte Knob
with #2 Rosette Flat Black Bronze Patina
Entrance Handlesets

A collection that honors the enduring beauty of metal forged through age-old blacksmithing methods.

a. Lafayette Sectional Tubular
   Lafayette Sectional Mortise
   Flat Black Steel

b. Normandy Monolithic Tubular
   Normandy Monolithic Mortise
   Satin Steel
Deadbolts

- #1 Deadbolt
  - Flat Black Steel

- #2 Deadbolt
  - Flat Black Steel

- #3 Deadbolt
  - Satin Steel

- #5 Keyed Sideplate
  - 3-5/8” C-to-C with San Carlos Lever
  - Flat Black Steel

- Normandy Lever
  - with #2 Rosette
  - Satin Steel

- Madison Black Knob
  - with #2 Rosette
  - Satin Steel

- Savannah Knob
  - with #3 Rosette
  - Flat Black Steel

- Lafayette Lever
  - with #3 Rosette
  - Flat Black Steel

- Jamestown Knob
  - with #1 Rosette
  - Satin Steel

Sideplate Lockset
Passage & Privacy Sets
Entrance Handlesets

a. Tuscany Sectional Tubular
   Medium Bronze Patina
b. Tuscany Monolithic Tubular
   Da Vinci Mortise
   Medium Bronze Patina

Octagon
Medium Bronze Patina
Key-in-Knob/Lever & Sideplate Locksets

Capture your own piece of the Italian countryside with Tuscany Bronze designs.

c. Petal Key-in Knob with #12 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

d. #16 Non-Keyed Sideplate 8-1/4” Overall with Parma Knob Medium Bronze Patina

e. Octagon Knob with #11 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

f. Medici Lever with #12 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

g. Siena Key-in Lever with #14 Rosette Medium Bronze Patina

Deadbolts

Tuscany Bronze Octagon Deadbolt Flat Black Bronze

Tuscany Bronze #11 Deadbolt Medium Bronze Patina

Tuscany Bronze Classic Deadbolt Medium Bronze Patina

Tuscany Bronze #14 Deadbolt Flat Black Bronze

Tuscany Bronze Deadbolt Flat Black Bronze
Electronic Keypad Deadbolts

Emtek electronic locks offer easy and convenient keyless home security. Create your own personal security code and assign passwords for guests with ease.

a. EM Touch™ Electronic Keypad Deadbolt Satin Nickel
b. EM Touch™ Classic Electronic Keypad Deadbolt Polished Brass - Lifetime
c. Modern Electronic Keypad Deadbolt Polished Chrome
d. Classic Electronic Keypad Deadbolt Satin Nickel
e. Sandcast Bronze Electronic Keypad Deadbolt Medium Bronze Patina
Electronic Keypad Entrance Handlesets

f. EMTouch™ Electronic Keypad Entry Set
   Polished Chrome

g. Modern Electronic Keypad Entry Set
   Satin Nickel

h. Sandcast Bronze Electronic Keypad Entry Set
   Medium Bronze Patina
Electronic Keypad Lever Locksets

a. EMTouch™ Electronic Keypad Leverset with Helios Lever Polished Chrome
b. EMTouch™ Classic Electronic Keypad Leverset with Merrimack Lever Satin Nickel
c. Modern Electronic Keypad Leverset with Stuttgart Lever Flat Black
d. Classic Electronic Keypad Leverset with Cortina Lever Oil Rubbed Bronze
e. Sandcast Bronze Electronic Keypad Leverset with Teton Lever Flat Black Bronze
Program and manage user codes for the lock using our free app
- Easy-to-use app wizard walks you through step-by-step setup for Bluetooth®
- Add, edit, and delete user codes from your device
- The activity log will show you the date, time and user who opened the lock
- If you replace your phone or tablet, communicate existing data to your new device easily
- Communicate with multiple locks using one Bluetooth device
- Apple® iPad® 3rd Gen/iPhone® 4S and later using iOS 6.1 and newer
Large Multi Point Entry Sets

Make a lasting first impression with stunning front door hardware.

Modern Rectangular Multi Point Lock Trim
American Keyed with Aston Lever Satin Brass
a. Modern Rectangular Multi Point Lock Exterior Trim
   American Keyed with Aston Lever Satin Brass
b. Melrose Multi Point Lock Exterior Trim
   Euro Keyed with Milano Lever Polished Nickel - Lifetime
c. Melrose Multi Point Lock Interior Trim
   Euro Keyed with Milano Lever Polished Nickel - Lifetime
d. Arched Multi Point Lock Exterior Trim
   American Keyed with Teton Lever Flat Black Bronze Patina
Multi Point Lockset Trim

Less is more with these minimalist designer upgrades for swinging patios doors.

Modern Multi Point Lock Trim
1-1/2" x 11" American Keyed with Dumont Lever
Satin Nickel
Multi Point Lockset Trim

A stylish, designer alternative to the standard trim offered with swinging patio doors.

- **a. Corcord Multi Point Lock Trim**
  - 1-1/2" x 11" American Keyed with Merrimack Lever
  - Oil Rubbed Bronze

- **b. Corcord Multi Point Lock Trim**
  - 2" x 10" American Keyed with Turino Lever
  - Polished Chrome

- **c. Sandcast Bronze Rectangular Multi Point Lock Trim**
  - 1-1/2" x 11" American Keyed with Montrose Lever
  - Tumbled White Bronze

- **d. Sandcast Bronze Rectangular Multi Point Lock Trim**
  - 2" x 10" American Keyed with Bryce Lever
  - Medium Bronze Patina
Barn Door Hardware

Designed with every detail in mind, this premium track system blends personal customization with high quality engineering to encompass modern, industrial, and classic farmhouse design for interior sliding doors.
Spoked Wheel

Solid Wheel

Available Lengths:
5’, 6’6”, 8’, 10’, 13’, 16’

Optional: Soft Open/Close

Track & Hanger Fasteners
Flat Style

Track & Hanger Fasteners
Classic Style

Flat Black
Stainless Steel
Door Pulls

a. Brisbane 8” Door Pull  Satin Brass
b. Baden 8” Door Pull  Polished Nickel - Lifetime
c. Baden 8” Door Pull  Stainless Steel
d. Rustic Modern Rectangular 8” Door Pull  Medium Bronze Patina
e. Rustic Modern Arched 8” Door Pull  Tumbled White Bronze
f. Baden 8” Door Pull  Satin Nickel

g. Wilshire 8” Door Pull  Polished Nickel - Lifetime

h. Knoxville 8” Door Pull  Pewter

i. Arts & Crafts 8” Door Pull  Oil Rubbed Bronze

j. Rod 8” Door Pull  Medium Bronze Patina

k. San Carlos 18” Door Pull  Flat Black Steel
Flush Pulls

a. Modern Rectangular 10” Flush Pull
   Flat Black

b. Modern Rectangular 4” Flush Pull
   Polished Brass - Lifetime

c. Rectangular 7-1/4” Flush Pull
   Pewter

d. Square Flush Pull
   Satin Brass

e. Modern Rectangular 6” Flush Pull
   Polished Nickel - Lifetime

f. Modern Rectangular 7” Flush Pull
   Flat Black

g. Round Flush Pull
   Polished Chrome

h. Rustic Modern Rectangular 4” Flush Pull
   Medium Bronze Patina

i. Rustic Modern Rectangular 8” Flush Pull
   Flat Black Patina

j. Rustic Modern Rectangular 6” Flush Pull
   Tumbled White Bronze
Rustic Modern Rectangular 10" Flush Pull Medium Bronze Patina
Pocket Door Mortise Locksets

Sleek and subtle solutions that save space while adding architectural charm.

Modern Rectangular Pocket Door Mortise
Passage Satin Nickel

Modern Rectangular Pocket Door Mortise
Keyed Flat Black
Modern Rectangular Pocket Door Mortise
Passage Satin Brass

Rustic Modern Rectangular Pocket Door Mortise
Keyed Medium Bronze Patina

Rustic Modern Rectangular Pocket Door Mortise
Passage Tumbled White Bronze
Door Accessories

Complete your home’s new look with door accessories made to coordinate with Emtek door hardware.

Doorbell Buttons

a. with Regular Rosette
   Polished Nickel - Lifetime
b. with Small #1 Rosette
   Satin Nickel
c. with Square Rosette
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
d. with #1 Rosette
   Medium Bronze Patina
e. with Disk Rosette
   Satin Nickel
f. with Rectangular Rosette
   Polished Nickel - Lifetime
g. with #2 Rosette
   Tumbled White Bronze
h. with #8 Rosette
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
i. with Oval Rosette
   Pewter
j. with Small Modern Rectangular Rosette
   Polished Chrome
Push & Switch Plates

a. Rope Switch Plate Rocker 1 Satin Nickel
b. Colonial Switch Plate Toggle 1 Oil Rubbed Bronze
c. Colonial Switch Plate Duplex 1 Polished Brass - Lifetime
d. Modern Push Plate Satin Nickel
e. Knoxville Push Plate French Antique
f. Lost Wax Cast Bronze Push Plate Medium Bronze Patina

Window Utility Pulls

g. Window Utility Pull Oil Rubbed Bronze
h. Window Utility Pull Satin Nickel
i. Window Utility Pull Polished Chrome
Surface Bolts

j. Sandcast Bronze 8” Surface Bolt
   Medium Bronze
k. Solid Brass 12” Surface Bolt
   Satin Brass
l. Solid Brass 18” Surface Bolt
   Polished Nickel - Lifetime
m. Solid Brass 6” Surface Bolt
   Oil Rubbed Bronze
n. Dutch Door Bolt
   Satin Nickel
Door Accessories

a. Ball Catch with Strike  Satin Nickel
b. Roller Catch with Strike  French Antique
c. Concealed Screw Surface Bolt  Polished Chrome
d. Cylinder Floor Bumper  Oil Rubbed Bronze
e. Cylinder Floor Bumper with Dome Cap  Satin Nickel
f. Kickdown Door Holder  Satin Nickel
g. Floor Door Bumper  Polished Brass - Lifetime
h. Door Stop  Oil Rubbed Bronze
i. Goose Style Door Stop  Oil Rubbed Bronze
Door Accessories

j. Security Door Guard Polished Chrome
k. Magnetic Door Stop & Holder Oil Rubbed Bronze
l. Half Dome Style Door Stop Satin Nickel
m. Extendable Baseboard Door Bumper Satin Nickel
n. Flush Bolt with Square Corners Satin Nickel
o. Pocket Door Lock Passage Function Oil Rubbed Bronze
p. Pocket Door Lock Privacy Function Satin Nickel
Hinges

a. Heavy Duty Square Barrel Solid Brass Hinge with Square Corners Satin Nickel
b. Residential Duty Plated Steel Hinge with 5/8" Radius Corners Oil Rubbed Bronze
c. Residential Duty Plated Steel Hinge with Square Corners Polished Brass
d. Residential Duty Solid Brass Hinge with 5/8" Radius Corners Satin Nickel
e. Heavy Duty Solid Brass Hinge with Square Corners Satin Brass
f. Heavy Duty Ball Bearing Solid Brass Hinge with Square Corners French Antique
g. Heavy Duty Ball Bearing Solid Brass Hinge with Square Corners Polished Nickel

Hinge Pivot Stop
Oil Rubbed Bronze

Button Tips
Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze

Ball Tips
Polished Nickel

Ball Tips
Satin Nickel

Ball Tips
Oil Rubbed Bronze
h. Heavy Duty Ball Bearing Stainless Steel Hinge with Square Corners Stainless Steel
i. Heavy Duty Ball Bearing Plated Steel Hinge with Square Corners Tumbled White Bronze
j. Residential Duty Plated Steel Hinge with Square Corners Medium Bronze Patina
k. Residential Duty Plated Steel Hinge with 5/8” Radius Corners Tumbled White Bronze
l. UL Listed Spring Hinge with Square Corners Flat Black
m. UL Listed Spring Hinge with 5/8” Radius Corners Pewter
n. UL Listed Spring Hinge with 1/4” Radius Corners Satin Nickel

Steeple Tips
- Polished Brass
- Polished Chrome
- French Antique
ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.